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      KOÇ FIAT KREDİ FİNANSMAN A.Ş. 
 
 

Rating Summary 
 

 
Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş. (KFK) is established on March 6th, 2000 to 
provide      loans for the purchase of all kinds of goods and services in 
accordance with the necessary legal arrangements. 
 
The company's main activity is vehicle loans. Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman 
A.Ş. is a distributor dependent (captive) finance company providing credit 
facilities on all vehicles (including 2nd hand) produced in Turkey under 
license of Fiat Auto and/or imported all Tofaş (Tofaş Turkish 
Automotive Factory Inc.)  and Fiat Auto vehicles, including direct sales of 
Tofaş. 
 
Following our comparative analysis of the sector and examination of 
financial / operational risks carried by the company, as well as the 
company's domestic market position and analysis of the financial and 
automotive sectors, KOÇ FIAT KREDİ FİNANSMAN A.Ş. received a national 
long term rating of (TR) A+ and the short term rating of (TR) A1. 
 
 
Strengths and Risks 

 
 
      Strengths 
 

 With its knowledge achieved by its experience in the sector, the 
company strategically focused on vehicle financing which is its core 
business.  

 
 Parent company (Tofaş) and the holding which it is affiliated to 

(Koç Group of Companies) have a strong and respected place in 
the country. 

 
 The company has a satisfactory past performance. 

 
 It is institutionalized with adequate management. 

 
      Risks 

 
 Performance of the company is parallel to the performance of the 

highly volatile automotive industry. 
 

 The sector of vehicle financing which is its core business is highly 
competitive.
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Outlook 
 

 
In the aftermath of the global crisis in 2009, KFK has recorded a noticeable performance increase over the budget 
targets in 2010 and again in 2011. Despite the contraction of the automotive market in 2012 the company 
increased its revenue items and at the same time managed to strengthen its capital structure. 
 
The Company's future performance is expected to follow a parallel course to the development of retail sales of its 
parent company Tofaş. 
 
In addition, it is observed that financial structure of the company might continue its stable trend despite the 
possible exchange and interest rate increases / decreases which could lead to changes in the sector. 

 
Sector Analysis 

 
 
The global economic outlook is in improvement since the last quarter of 2012. Short-term risks concerning 
developed economies have decreased and growth performance of the emerging economies is returning back to 
positive. Major policy measures taken by the EU, U.S. and Japan and the performance of the Chinese economy 
have helped the healing in the global economic outlook and financial market conditions. Despite the decrease in 
short-term risks, growth is still weak, unemployment rates remain high and significant risks for financial markets 
remains.  
 
2012 has been a period of application of prudent policies for Turkey in order to reach a sustainable equilibrium of 
macro-economic variables. There has been a moderate dissociation from the global average growth rate. Macro-
economic stability is strengthened thanks to the applications which provide trade-off between domestic and 
external demand and limit strong demand for credit along with measures taken to increase domestic savings and 
approaches to increase revenues in a way to increase fiscal discipline. In this process, the growth in 2012 was 
2.2% followed by a 3% growth in the first quarter of 2013. According to the revised Medium-Term Program (MTP), 
targeted growth rate is 3.6% in 2013 and 4% in 2014. 
 
In addition to these, the process of dissociation between the developed and emerging markets which surfaced by 
Fed Chairman Bernanke's discussion of exit strategies in May has thrived in favor of developed markets thanks to 
the declarations in July. This has caused capital outflow from emerging markets and significant loss of TL value. 
Contrary to expectations, the decision of the FED not to diminish asset purchases had a positive effect on the 
markets in September. However, course of U.S. economic figures and related policies which will occur accordingly 
remain unclear. 
 
Nonbank Financial Sector 
 
Turkish nonbank financial sectors with emphasis on diversification, development and deepening of financial services 
is in the development stage, yet its’ share in the financial system has been increasing daily. In particular, 
innovations introduced by the "Financial Leasing, Factoring and Financing Companies Law" which entered into force 
on December 13, 2012 are important for the future of these sectors.  
 
As in previous periods, the non-banking financial sector continues to grow. Total assets in the last quarter of 2012 
compared to the same period last year recorded a growth rate of 17%. On sector basis, compared to the same 
period last year, total assets of asset management companies grew by 64%, assets of finance companies grew by 
31%, assets of factoring companies grew by 16.1%, and that of financial leasing companies grew by 8.7%. Even 
though the financial leasing sector holds the first place in terms of asset size its share of the total sector tends to 
decrease over the years. However, although the share of finance companies is lacking behind the companies in 
financial leasing and factoring sectors it has been increasing over the years.  
 
The share of the finance sector in non-bank financial sector has increased starting from the first half of 2010. Total 
assets continued the trend of development also in the last quarter of 2012. The growth rate of the finance 
companies has been 147.4% during the last 5 years, which is higher than the factoring and leasing sectors with 
133% and 8.7% respectively. Consumer goods financing showed a more rapid development compared to the 
investment financing transactions. Financial sector receivables of TL 10.7 billion is small compared to consumer 
loans of the banking sector amounting to TL 194.3 billion, but has shown remarkable growth rate of 28%. 
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However, the share of receivables in assets is falling. Non-performing loans increased by 23%. Share of equity in 
the balance sheet has risen to 7.8% from 6.8%. Loans obtained from foreign sources increased by 27% in 
December 2012 compared to the same period last year. Increase in guarantees received caused to growth in 
regulatory accounts. 
 
Financial Sector 
 
Financial sector's net profit increased by 43.1% compared to the previous year. The number of loss-making 
companies in the sector has decreased by one. 5 companies out of 13 in the sector have reported loss. The growth 
in financing revenues by 47.1% as of December 2012 compared to the same period last year is the factor behind 
high profits. 
 
Profitability indicators of the industry have followed a different pattern in this period, with a decrease on return on 
equity and an increase on return on assets. The decline on the ratio of the non-performing loans caused a positive 
impact on the sector's asset structure. There is a decrease in reserve ratios since mid-2011. 
 
There has been no change in the number of branches and representative offices in the sector, but the increase in 
the number of customers and contracts is in progress. 112 more people were employed in the sector in the last 
quarter of 2012. Number of customers and contracts has increased by 17%. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Source: BRSA 
 
 
In addition to these, due to the decision of the Central Bank dated 04.10.2013 bringing the reserve requirements 
of financing companies within the scope of the current rate of the banks is likely to negatively affect the 
profitability of the companies in the sector in the coming periods.  
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Company Overview 

 
 

Koç Fiat Kredi Tüketici Finansmanı A.Ş. was established as a joint venture between Koç and Fiat Groups (50% - 
50%) on March 6, 2000 in line with the necessary legal arrangements to provide credit facilities for goods and 
services of all vehicles produced by Tofaş and/or all imported Tofaş and Fiat Groups motor vehicles. Fiat Froup on 
2002 and Koç Group on 2003 respectively transferred their shares to Tofaş Türk Otomobil Fabrikası A.Ş. 
 
Company's share capital is TL 45 million and its capital structure as of 30.06.2013 is as follows: 
 

 
Amount (TL)  (%) 

Tofaş 44,999,996 99.99 
Others 4 0.01 
Total Capital (One TL) 45,000,000 100 
 

 
99.99% of the company shares are held by Tofaş who is one of three worldwide three strategic production and R & 
D centers of Fiat nowadays and also stands out as Turkish automotive industry's largest manufacturer with  400 
thousand units / year production capacity. Capital structure of Tofaş is as follows: 
 
 

Amount (TL) (%) 
Koç Group 189,279,857 37.86 
Fiat Group 189,279,857 37.86 
Public Shares 121,440,286 24.28 
Total Capital (One TL) 500,000,000 100 

 
 
Strong capital structure of Tofaş in which Koç Holding and Fiat SpA are equal shareholders is noteworthy. Koç 
Group is Turkey’s largest group of companies with its turnover, exports, its share in the Borsa İstanbul (BIST), with 
its number of employees, and it is also the 217th largest company of the world on Fortune Global 500 list.  
 
Koç Fiat Kredi provides credit facilities on all vehicles (including 2nd hand) produced in Turkey under license of Fiat 
Auto and/or imported all Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Lancia and Iveco models, including direct sales of Tofaş Türk Otomobil 
Fabrikası A.Ş. In addition to the financial services, the company also has added insurance products to its portfolio 
as of 2011. 
 
Over the years the number of employees of the company shaped up as follows: 
 
 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Number of 
Employees   46   48   49   50 

 
 
As of 2012, the company had 106 active dealers and its annual market share is as follows: 
 
 

 
2009 2010 2011 2012 

Market Share 9.10% 13.70% 13.60% 12.40% 
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Condensed Balance Sheet and Income Statement 
 

 
 Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş. Comparative Balance Sheets (‘000’): 
 

ASSET ITEMS 31.12.2011 31.12.2012 30.06.2013 

    1. CASH ASSETS  
   2. ACTUAL VALUE DIFFERENCE FV REFLECTED TO P/L (Net)  6,631     

3. BANKS 8,551 58,150 27,036 
4. RECEIVABLES FROM REVERSE REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS       
5. AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS (Net) 

   6. FINANCE LOANS 1,109,700 1,237,070 1,213,030 
7. NON-PERFORMING LOANS 4,557 10,035 14,587 
8. HEDGING DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL ASSETS       
9. INVESTMENTS HELD-TO-MATURITY  (Net) 

   10. SUBSIDIARIES (Net)       
11. AFFILIATES (Net)   

   12. JOINT VENTURES (Net)       
13. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS (Net)  131 121 136 
14. INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS (Net)  142 325 538 
15. DEFERRED TAX ASSETS 

 
274 

 16. ASSETS HELD FOR SALE AND DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS (Net) 98 169 118 
17. OTHER ASSETS   28,140 29,343 16,709 

    TOTAL ASSETS  1,157,950 1,335,487 1,272,154 

    LIABILITY ITEMS 31,12,2011 31,12,2012 30,06,2013 

    1. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL LIABILITIES HELD FOR TRADING 
 

3,593 1,515 
2. LOANS RECEIVED 748,534 623,978 601,037 
3. LEASE TRANSACTION DEBTS  

   4. SECURITIES ISSUED (Net) 252,281 490,608 459,803 
5. MISCELLANEOUS PAYABLES   5,295 3,191 575 
6. OTHER LOAN CAPITAL 51,470 78,153 63,752 
7. HEDGING DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL LIABILITIES 

   8. TAXES AND LIABILITIES 5,066 3,708 1,596 
9. LIABILITY AND EXPENSE PROVISIONS  16,580 22,261 17,453 
10. DEFERRED TAX LIABILITY 584   297 
11. FIXED ASSET LIABILITIES ON  ASSETS HELD FOR SALE AND DISCONTINUED 
OPERATIONS 

   12. SUBORDINATED LOANS       
13. EQUITY 78,140 109,995 126,126 

    TOTAL LIABILITIES  1,157,950 1,335,487 1,272,154 
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Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş.’s Comparative Statements of Income (‘000’): 
 
 

INCOME STATEMENT 31.12.2011 31.12.2012 30.06.2013 

    1. OPERATING INCOME 123,657 188,801 92,214 
2. OPERATING EXPENSE 9,020 10,243 5,915 
3. OTHER OPERATING INCOME  16,260 12,871 4,034 
4. FINANCIAL EXPENSES  78,662 127,272 64,746 
5. PROVISIONS FOR NON-PERFORMING LOANS  7,982 4,619 2,601 
6. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSE 12,907 19,490 2,816 
7. NET OPERATING P/L  31,346 40,048 20,169 
8. POST-MERGER SURPLUS INCOME 

   9. NET MONETARY GAIN / LOSS 

   10. BEFORE TAX INCOME / LOSS ON CONTINUED OPERATIONS 31,346 40,048 20,169 
11. TAX PROVISION FOR CONTINUING OPERATIONS 7,460 8,193 4,063 
12. CONTINUING OPERATIONS NET PROFIT / LOSS 23,886 31,855 16,106 
13. INCOME FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS 

   14. LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS       
15. DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS BEFORE TAXES INCOME / LOSS 

   16. TAX PROVISION FOR DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS       
17. DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS NET PROFIT / LOSS 

   
    NET PROFIT / LOSS  23,886 31,855 16,106 

 
 
The company's total assets at the end of 2012 showed an increase of 15% compared to the previous year by 
reaching to TL 1,335,487,000. 92% of its total assets consist of financial loans. The company's entire portfolio 
of active loans consists of loans granted for financing of vehicles produced under license by Tofaş and Fiat Auto. 
 
The course of the company’s financial loans is as follows: 
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The maturity structure of financing are as follows (‘000’): 
 
 

 
31.12.12 30.06.13 

Short Term TL Loans 36,172 38,777 
Short-Term Portion of Long Term TL Loans 685,357 662,778 
Short-Term Portion of Long-Term Foreign Currency 
Loans (Foreign Currency Indexed) 104 - 
Total Short-Term Financing Loans 721,633 701,555 
Total Long-Term Financing Loans 515,437 511,475 
Total Financing Loans 1,237,070 1,213,030 

 
 
 

Vehicle pledges are received as collateral for the loans granted by the company.  As of 30.06.2013 the 
company had total vehicle pledges amounting to TL 1,379,078,000 compared to TL 1,356,589,000 as of 
31.12.2012. In addition, mortgage guarantees are taken when deemed necessary by the company. 
 
The company funds its credit portfolio by loans received from banks and by securities issued in capital markets. 
As of the date of this report the company did not realize any borrowings in the international markets, but since 
it has already obtained such credits in previous years we are convinced that the company is capable of 
borrowing from international markets. Company officials declared that as of 30.06.2013 the company carried 
credit risk in 19 different banks in Turkey and abroad, and all of its credits are in the form of open credit. 
(Unused Credit Limits / Total Limit = 64%) 
 
In addition to the loans received from domestic and non-resident banks, the company issues bonds in capital 
markets to meet its funding needs. Total principle amount of bonds issued and discounts as of 30.06.2013 was 
TL 459,803,000. This amount was TL 490,608,000 as of 31.12.2012. 
 
The maturity structure and classification of the company’s bank borrowings and securities issued is as follows 
(‘000’): 
 
 

    31.12.12 30.06.13 
Bank Borrowings   623,978 601,037 

- Short-Term 350,776 388,695 
- Long-Term 273,202 212,342 

Securities Issued   490,608 459,803 
- Short-Term 273,379 241,485 
- Long-Term 217,229 218,318 

 
 
The company resolves its exchange and interest rates risks by controlling its open position through balancing 
assets and liabilities and also by derivative transactions like swaps etc. As of 31.12.2012 the company's net 
foreign currency position was TL (-) 2,878,000. As of 30.06.2013 the net foreign asset position was realized as 
TL (-) 2,350,000.  
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Company’s total equity as of 31.12.2012 was TL 109,995,000 with a 41% increase compared to the previous 
year due to the non-distribution of profit. Through the capital increase on 2011 KFK’s paid-in capital was 
increased to TL 45,000,000 from TL 30,000,000 and the increasing trend of its equity capital is as follows: 
 

 
 

 
The operating revenue was realized as TL 188,801,000 as of 31/12/2012 with an increase of 53% compared to 
the previous period.  Progress of the company's operating revenue, operating profit and net income items are 
shown below. Last 3 years’ revenue and profit figures of the company, who reported a loss of TL 402,000 in 
2009 with the impact of the global financial crisis, is found to be positive by us. 
 
(Try Mn.) 
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Liquidity: 
 
Liquidity ratios show that the company is performing above the average total balance sheet of the sector. In 
addition, the improvement of the liquidity ratios in 2012 in general compared to the previous year is to be 
regarded positive by us. 
 
 

Liquidity Ratios 2011 2012 
(Liquid Assets + Short-term Receivables) / Current Liabilities 0.80 1.25 
Short Term Receivables / Total Receivables 0.50 0.58 
(Current Assets - Current Liabilities) / Total Assets -0.09 0.12 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Capital Adequacy and Leverage Ratios: 
 
The company's use of leverage is below the sector average and when compared with companies in the sector it 
is seen that Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş. is among the companies with high equity.  However, we can say that 
the debt / capital ratio remained slightly below the performance of the industry. 
 
In addition, in accordance with the provisions of the Regulation on the Establishment and Operations of 
Financial Leasing, Factoring and Financing Companies minimum of 3% as the standard rate is required to be 
secured and maintained. Koç Fiat Kredi’s standard rate dated 30.06.2013 is above the rate of the sector with 
9.36%. 
 
 

Capital Adequacy and Leverage Ratios 2011 2012 
Total Debt / Equity 12.94 10.23 
Total Debt / Equity + Special Provisions 12.08 9.51 
Short-Term Debt / Capital 15.06 13.87 
Long-Term Debt / Capital 7.18 10.90 
Total Debt / Capital 22.47 25.01 
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Profitability: 
 
5 out of 13 companies operating in the sector reported losses as of the end of 2012. Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman 
A.Ş. has performed above the sector average in terms of profitability. Thus, the rise in operating profit and net 
profit in recent years is evaluated as a positive element by us.  
 
 

Profitability Ratios 2011 2012 
Return on Assets 0.02 0.02 
Return on Equity 0.31 0.29 
Financial Income / Net Receivables 0.04 0.05 
 Net Profit / Loans              0.03          0.02 
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Volatility: 
 
The company’s business volume shows an upward trend and at the same time with high volatility. High 
volatility of the automotive sector, both domestic and abroad, seems to be the main factor. The trend of the 
rapid increase in the past few years could be followed by a decrease at a similar pace in line with the global 
economic outlook and changes in demand in the automotive sector. According to the data of The Association of 
Automotive Distributors European automotive market shrank by 8.4% in 2012 compared to 2011. This 
shrinkage continued in 2013 with a 6.7% fall in January-June period compared to the same period last year. 
Figures for total retail market in Turkey over the years are as follows. 
 

 
 

 
Asset Quality: 
 
It is observed that the values of the company’s asset quality are performing above the average level of the 
industry in general even though the rate of Non-Performing Loans / Credit Receivables and Special Provisions / 
Credit Receivables are below sector average. In addition company officials declared that the realization rate of 
the collection of receivables is 90%.  
 
 
 

Asset Quality 2011 2012 
Non-performing Loans / Credit Receivables 0.009 0.015 
Special Provisions / Credit Receivables 
 

0.005 
 

0.007 
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Parent / Subsidiary Relationship

 
 
KFK is a subsidiary of TOFAŞ. As with other automotive companies in the global scale, it contributes to 
the parent company's marketing through consumer finance. In this regard, it is clear that KFK has 
a consistent strategic direction with the parent companies. 
 
The fact that one of the parent companies is a foreign international automotive company, while the other is a 
Koç Group company is taken into account on credit rating. 
 
Company officials declared that KFK is guarantor of the investment credit used by Tofaş and the said credit has 
an ongoing balance as of the date of this report. Parent company Tofaş has not given any collateral for KFK’s 
obligations. 
 
Tofaş makes subsidy payments to KFK due to the credit campaigns. 
 
Any situation which can be considered as an indirect transfer of profit, and a net flow of funds between the 
parent companies and the subsidiary in any direction has not been determined. 
 
On the other hand, the company's business volume is realized entirely through TOFAŞ and FIAT products. 
 
  
 
 
Corporate Governance 

 
 
Taking into account that KFK is a dependent (captive) company, corporate governance rating is based on TOFAŞ’s 
rating grade. According to the corporate governance rating report dated 11.11.2013 parent company Tofaş’s rating 
is 9.14 out of 10. In this scope the company has provided substantial compliance with the CMB's Corporate 
Governance Principles and has implemented all of the necessary policies and measures. Management and internal 
control mechanisms have been created effectively and are in operation. All corporate governance risks are 
identified and managed in an active way. The rights of shareholders and stakeholders are respected in a fair 
manner; public disclosure and transparency is at superior levels and the structure and operation of the board of 
directors is in the category of best practices. 
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Methodology 
 

 
SAHA's credit rating methodology is composed of quantitative and qualitative sections to affect the final note 
with specific weights. Quantitative analysis components consist of company’s distance from the point of default, 
its performance compared to the sector, analysis of the financial risks, and the assessment of cash flow 
projections in conjunction with the related financial instrument. Default point analysis measures the distance 
from the point of default and it is based on relevant sector firms’ past financial performances, ratios derived 
from a distinctive default statistics, and statistically derived coefficients. This analysis is based on genuine 
statistical study of SAHA, covering consumer finance, factoring and leasing companies in Turkey. Comparative 
performance analysis of the sector determines the position of the company concerned in comparison with the 
sector firms’ recent financial performances. Financial risk analysis covers the evaluation of the company's 
financial ratios on the basis of objective criteria. Liquidity, leverage, asset quality, profitability, volatility and 
concentration are treated as sub-headings in this analysis. Finally, scenario analysis tackles the company’s 
future base and stress scenario projections subject to scrutiny in the context of the firm's financing tool and 
assesses the risks of fulfillment of obligations. 
 
Qualitative analysis covers operational issues such as sector and company risks as well as administrative risks 
in the context of corporate governance practices. Sector analysis evaluates the nature and rate of growth of the 
sector, its competitive structure, structural analysis of customers and creditors, and sensitivity of the sector to 
risks at home and abroad. Company analysis discusses market share and efficiency, growth trend, cost 
structure, service quality, organizational stability,  access to domestic and foreign funding sources, off-balance 
sheet liabilities, accounting practices, and parent / subsidiary company relationships. 
 
Corporate governance plays an important role in our methodology. The importance of corporate governance 
and transparency outshines once again in the current global financial crisis we witness. Our methodology 
consist of four main sections; shareholders, public disclosure and transparency, stakeholders, and board of 
directors. The corporate governance methodology of SAHA can be accessed at www,saharating,com.  
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Rating Definitions 
 

 
Our long term credit rating results start from AAA showing the highest quality and continue all the way to 
the lowest rating of D (default). Plus (+) and minus (-) signs are used to make a more detailed distinction 
between the categories of AA and CCC. 
 
Companies and securities rated with long-term AAA, AA, A, BBB and short-term A1 +, A1, A2, A3 categories 
should be considered “investment worthy” by the market.  
  Short      Long 
  Term      Term 

(TR) A1+ 

(TR) AAA   

(TR) AA+ 

(TR) AA 

(TR) AA- 

The highest credit quality. Ability to meet financial obligations is extremely high. 
If securities; carries a little more risk than the risk-free government bonds. 

(TR)  A1 
(TR) A+ 

(TR) A 

Credit quality is very high. Very high ability to fulfill financial obligations. Sudden 
changes at the company and economic and financial conditions may increase 
investment risk, but not at a significant level. 

(TR)  A2 
(TR) A- 

(TR) BBB+ 

High ability to fulfill financial obligations, but may be affected by adverse 
economic conditions and changes. 

 (TR) A3 
(TR) BBB 

(TR) BBB- 

Sufficient financial ability to fulfill its obligations, but carries more risk in adverse 
economic conditions and changes. If securities; has adequate protection 
parameters, but issuer’s capacity to fulfill its obligations may weaken due to 
adverse economic conditions and changes. 

 
 
Companies and securities rated with long-term BB, B, CCC, and short-term B, C categories should be 
considered “speculative” by the market. 
 
 

 (TR) B 

(TR) BB+ 

(TR) BB 

(TR) BB- 

Carries minimum level of speculative features. Not in danger in the short term, 
but face to face with negative financial and economic conditions. If securities; under 
the investment level, but on-time payment exist, or under less danger than other 
speculative securities. However, if the issuer’s capacity to fulfill its obligations 
weakens, serious uncertainties may appear. 

 (TR) C 

(TR) B+ 

(TR) B 

(TR) B- 

Currently has the capacity to fulfill financial obligations, 
but highly sensitive to adverse economic and financial conditions. If 
securities; there is a risk of on-time payment. Financial protection factors can show 
high fluctuations according to the status of the economy, the sector, and the issuer. 

 (TR) C 

(TR) CCC+ 

(TR) CCC 

(TR) CCC- 

Well below the category of investment. In danger, and economic, sectoral and 
financial conditions should have a positive development to fulfill 
its financial obligations. If securities; there are serious uncertainties about 
the timely payment of principal and interest. 

 (TR) D (TR) D Event of default. Company cannot meet its financial obligations or cannot pay the 
principal and/or interest of the relevant securities. 
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Disclaimer 
 

 
This Credit Rating Report has been prepared by Saha Kurumsal Yönetim ve Kredi Derecelendirme A.Ş. 
(SAHA Corporate Governance and Credit Rating Services, Inc.) in collaboration with Koç Fiat Kredi 
Finansman A.Ş. and is based on information disclosed to public by Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş. 
 
This report, conducted by SAHA A.Ş. analysts and based on their best intentions, knowledge base and 
experience, is the product of an in depth study of the available information which is believed to be correct 
as of this date.  It is a final opinion about the overall credibility of the institutions and/or debt instruments 
they have issued. The contents of this report and the final credit rating should be interpreted neither as an 
offer, solicitation or advice to buy, sell or hold securities of any companies referred to in this report nor as a 
judgment about the suitability of that security to the conditions and preferences of investors. SAHA A.Ş. 
makes no warranty, regarding the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of this information and assumes 
no liability with respect to the consequences of relying on this information for investment or other purposes.  
 
SAHA A,Ş, has embraced and published on its web site (www,saharating,com) the IOSCO (International 
Organization of Securities Commissions) Code of Conduct for Credit Rating Agencies and operates on the 
basis of independence, objectivity, transparency, and analytic accuracy. 
 
© 2013, Saha Kurumsal Yönetim ve Kredi Derecelendirme A.Ş.  All rights reserved. This publication or parts 
thereof may not be republished, broadcast, or redistributed without the prior written consent of Saha 
Kurumsal Yönetim ve Kredi Derecelendirme A.Ş. and Koç Fiat Kredi Finansman A.Ş. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


